
 

 

Getting patients to properly make and honor their appointments is a challenge 

faced by just about all practices. Although no-shows, walk-ins, and late 

appointments can’t totally be prevented, establishing a clear set of ground rules for 

the making and keeping of appointments can minimize them and establish your 

right to charge fees and take other appropriate actions in response.  

This Model Policy addresses the key issues to cover in a scheduling and 

appointments policy, including how appointments should be made, changed, and 

cancelled, as well as an explanation of availability constraints that may result in the 

patient’s not being able to see the specific doctor he/she scheduled the 

appointment for. The other excellent aspect of this Model Policy is that it includes a 

provision that typical policies omit—waiting time. The pledge to minimize waiting 

time may take at least some of the edge off the unhappiness of patients who do 

inevitably end up having to wait to see their doctor.  

This Model Policy is also an amalgamation of provisions from other practices. The 

organization and approach of the Policy is one to replicate; but because each 

practice follows a different scheduling and appointment procedure, you’ll need to 

revise the substance of many of the Sections (especially Sections 3, 4, and 6) to 

reflect what you do at your own practice.  



 

 

ABC Medical Group’s mission is to provide you the very best quality care and ensure 

you a pleasant patient experience. But to accomplish this mission, we require all 

patients to understand, respect and abide by our scheduling and appointments 

procedure. ABC Medical Group has created this Policy to explain what those 

procedures are and what you need to do to follow them.  

Although we recognize that unforeseen emergencies can arise, ABC strongly 

discourages patients from coming to the office seeking treatment without an 

appointment. Walk-ins are discouraged because they disrupt proper scheduling and 

increase patient waiting times.  

a. Scheduled visits: To schedule an appointment, please call our office as far in 

advance as possible at 123-456-7890. Be aware that calling at least four weeks in 

advance is strongly advised if there is a specific doctor you want to see during your 

appointment.  

b. Unscheduled visits: When you are sick and want to be seen right away, please 

call the office to schedule the earliest possible appointment and be prepared to tell 

us exactly what your symptoms are so we can evaluate your condition and 

determine what you need and when. The scheduler has been trained to ask 

questions that will help her do a good job for the doctor and for you. We will do our 

best to accommodate your work schedule and your current medical needs.  



 

 

c. Emergencies and after-hours calls: When the office is closed, telephone calls 

will be relayed to our answering service. You can reach us for urgent problems at 

123-456-7890 regardless of the hour. The answering service will ask you for your 

name, telephone number, and the reason for your call. This information will be 

relayed to the doctor or physician’s assistant (PA) on call. For routine questions and 

refill requests, we ask that you please call the office on the next business day.  

ABC Medical Group makes every effort to ensure that all patients are seen by the 

physician of their choice. However, patients should be aware that it due to 

scheduling complications and unforeseen emergencies, that physician might not be 

available on the date of your appointment and you might end up seeing another 

physician or one of your preferred physician’s PAs or registered nurses (RN) 

instead.  

We understand that your time is valuable and that nobody likes sitting in a waiting 

room waiting for the doctor. So we promise to make every effort to honor the 

schedule and get you in to see the physician at the designated appointment time. 

Unfortunately, it is not uncommon for urgent situations to arise that disrupt the 

schedule and cause delays. We ask for your understanding and patience during 

these delays and will do anything we can to keep your waiting time to a minimum.  

If you are unable to keep your appointment, please call as soon as possible. 

Patients who do not show up for an appointment will be charged a $50 fee unless 

they call to cancel the appointment at least 24 hours in advance. We also ask you 

to call if you are running late so that we can determine whether it is necessary to 

reschedule your appointment. 



 

 

 


